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                                             What to plant seedlings in?
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        Administrator
            

                                                
                                                Hello everyone on my channel! During the cultivation of seedlings, almost every gardener is faced with the problem of choice: what container to choose for his seedlings and where to…
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                                             Feverfew perennial — Robinson’s Giants and Crimson Giants.

                                                
        
         
         Апр 19, 2023
          
        Administrator
            

                                                
                                                Hello everyone on my channel! If you want to bring bright colors to your garden, then you should definitely take a closer look at the wonderful, unpretentious flower — PYRETHRUM…
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                                             Left without seedlings!
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                                                Hello everyone on my channel! This year, I have a rather large list of tomato varieties. At first I thought I went too far with the quantity, but it turned…
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                                             HYDROENSIA large-leaved.

                                                
        
         
         Апр 18, 2023
          
        Administrator
            

                                                
                                                Hello everyone on my channel! Large-leaved hydrangea is a shrub that has won the hearts of many gardeners. It is magnificent in every sense and the fashion for planting it…
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                                             Roses «woke up» and gave shoots.
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                                                Hello everyone on my channel! Rose by rightconsidered the queen of the garden. lovers of itThere are more wonderful plants among gardeners every year. The unique beauty of a rose…
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                                             HYDROENSIA large-leaved.

                                                
        
         
         Апр 18, 2023
          
        Administrator
            

                                                
                                                Hello everyone on my channel! If you have decided and for the first time purchased such a magnificent, but equally demanding plant as large-leaved hydrangea for growing in your garden…
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                                             Spring planting peonies.
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                                                Hello everyone on my channel! If the rose is considered the queen of the garden, then the peony deservedly takes the place of the king of the garden. During the…
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                                             I bought hydrangeas CHEAP!
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                                                Hello everyone on my channel! As usual, the road to the garden center lay past the DA supermarket. Remembering last year and how many flower products there are in the…
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                                             Seedling care in April.

                                                
        
         
         Апр 18, 2023
          
        Administrator
            

                                                
                                                Hello everyone on my channel! In April, finally, a more favorable time comes for our seedlings, when it is transformed before our eyes and begins to grow actively. Behind the…
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